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MIDLINE ACTIVITIES
Stretchy Band Scoot

Peas Porridge Hot
Crossing the midline activities
don’t have to be boring or
difficult and you can even make
a game out of them. For this
activity, you will only cross the
midline with your arms and
hands. Sit down with the child
on the floor or a soft surface and
play Peas Porridge Hot. Sit in
front of your child and complete
the clapping motions that go
with the exercise (crossing the
midline).

This activity has 3 levels (Easy,
Intermediate and Advanced). Ask
the child to sit on the floor. Take
the stretchy band and stretch the
right arm over the head and the
left hand toward the ground (full
stretch). Alternate arms with the
left over the right. When the child
masters this piece, add the legs.
As the child crosses the arm over
the head, ask them to lift the
opposite knee and alternate.
When they've mastered legs and
arms together, ask the child to
cross their arms and scoot
forward at the same time.

MIDLINE ACTIVITIES
Arm Crossovers
Ask the child to stand, feet together.
Have the child stand in the middle of
the stretchy band and pull the two
ends up to their hips. Ask the child to
cross their arms over each other
while holding the ends of the
stretchy band (right over left). Hold
for a few seconds and then alternate
arms.

Stretching Lunge
While the child is standing on the band,
have them keep their right leg on the
band and move their left leg behind
them (crouching in a lunge position). To
include a midline stretch with this
activity, have the child move their left
arm over their right arm (opposite feet
with opposite arms). When they have
held that position for a few seconds,
have them switch both legs and arms.

MIDLINE ACTIVITIES
Leg Crosses
You can use hearts or any shape for
this activity. Place several shapes
side-by-side making a straight line. In
the beginning, have your child place
both feet firmly on the first two
hearts. Then have the child cross
one leg over the other to the next
heart and back again with the
opposite foot (moving forward
across the floor).

Ribbon Crosses
Create a balance beam with hearts
or any other shapes. As the child
walks across the balance beam, ask
them to take the ribbon sticks (one
in each hand) and criss-cross them
in front of their face, alternating right
and left arms. If this exercise is too
hard, help the child build their
balance first and then add the
ribbons sticks later.

MIDLINE ACTIVITIES
Grape Vine Walk
Have the child start with their feet
together and ask them to cross their right
foot over their left foot. The child should
bring their feet together again. Do the
grape vine across the floor. On the way
back, have the child cross the right foot
behind their left foot and cross the floor.
When finished, alternate the activity with
the left foot crossing over the right.
Complete the exercise going back with
the left foot crossing behind the right.

Toe Touches
Have the child to stand shoulder width
apart and ask them to take their right
hand and touch their left toe. Ask the
child to bring the body back up to a
standing position. Complete this activity
using alternating arms and legs. Be sure
to have them cross over the midline
accurately and slowly. If the child cannot
touch their toes, ask them to touch their
ankles or shin.

